Exploring the
New Towers of Babel
Part 2

A statue of Shiva in front of the CERN facility

Con Cern or Dis Cern

Consider this a possible
Tower of Babel
Building upon the prevoius webinar regarding
time travel/portals and magnetic energy from
the past…

Should we consider the Cern Particle
collider a contender?

Could this be the cause of some
of the destruction
in the end times?

What is the next Tower of Babylon?
It has to be something that can be thought of as doing what Yahuah
does.

Now the Higgs boson is what they call the g-d or
Yah particle, for them it’s a confirmation that this is
what caused the Big Bang. It is with this machineCERN LHC- that they are looking to create the big
bang again, to bring into existence a universe or
finding parallel universes as well as extra
dimensions.
Like the Tower of Babylon, this is an attempt to
become like a “god”, don’t be fooled that they are
doing this for the good of humanity. It’s more of an
attempt to bring more demons into the world.

WHO OR WHAT IS CERN?

There are people who will explain things
simply and such is a person called
“mike from around the world” who was
or may still be an insider at CERN.

ANCIENT CONNECTION TO WHO OR WHAT IS CERN
Mat 10:16 Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: therefore be wise as
serpents, and harmless as doves.

There is a character in ancient Wiccan mythology named Cern! What is
also interesting about this particular myth is how (yet again) it also
seems to have direct ties to Nimrod - and the many other myths
associated with him. There is a character called Lupercus. In the myth,
he is known as the Great Golden Wolf. He was born on the night of the
Winter Solstice (December 25th) - imagine that!
In ancient Rome, his feast day was known as
Lupercalia and it was celebrated on February
15th. This myth is where we get the imagery of
Romulus and Remus nursing from a wolf. The
Lupercalia festival is that it also seemed to be
directly associated with Pan! like Pan,
Lupercus was thought of as a god of
shepherds**. In fact, Lupercus and Pan are
often thought to have been one and the same.
Is Lupercus indeed another form of Nimrod?
** the Canaanites who fled from Yahusha and
went into Egypt were called shepherds by the
Egyptians- per Isaac Newton.

Gen 49:27 Benjamin shall ravin
as a wolf: in the morning he shall
devour the prey, and at night he
shall divide the spoil.
Mat 7:15 Beware of false prophets,
which come to you in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly they are
ravening wolves.

WHO OR WHAT IS CERN?
Lupercus was given "twelve labors" to perform in order to prove himself
worthy (similar to Thor, Hercules, Gilgamesh and others). These labors are
what sends this sun through the signs of the Zodiac in one year. Succeeding
at these labors, he was proclaimed a sun god. So, once again we see that this
god is exactly the same as so many of the other Nimrod-based gods!
That the story of Lupercus is really another culture's version of essentially the
myth of Osiris becomes even more obvious.
On Easter (the Spring Equinox) while out hunting, he gets struck by lightning
and dies. And so he becomes the god of the Underworld - just like Osiris. The
only thing that remained of Lupercus was his wolf skin which was found by
"another hunter." Remember the battle between Esau and Nimrod ? Esau the
hunter, rushed up (like lightning?) and killed a man named Nimrod (the 2nd
Nimrod-not the one who made the tower) the mighty hunter. Then, he took "the
valuable garments of Nimrod" after he killed him. The Lupercus myth even
states that just like Nimrod's "valuable garments" this "pelt of Lupercus" turns
out to have magical powers.
After Lupercus goes into the Underworld, his brother Cern decides to
usurp Lupercus' earthly throne as the ruler of this world!

WHO OR WHAT IS CERN?
In this myth, Cern is the brother of Lupercus. We see a similarity between
Lupercus as Nimrod/Osiris and Cern as Tammuz/Horus! But to show just
how connected CERN is with the occult, look at another mythological
character - Saturn!
The occult is keenly aware of this as noted by Fritz Springmeier in his
book, "Bloodlines of the Illuminati":
“Saturn is an important key to understanding the long heritage this
conspiracy has back to antiquity. The city of Rome was originally known
as Saturnia or City of Saturn. The Roman Catholic church retains much of
the Saturn worship in its ritual. Saturn also relates to Lucifer. In various
occult dictionaries Saturn is associated with evil. Saturn was important to
the religion of Mithra, and also the Druids.” This absolutely connects
CERN with the Illuminati!
Saturn and Lupercus seem to have a lot in common, especially when it
comes to feasts! The Saturnalia feast of the Winter Solstice (which later
became known as Christmas), seems to be closely related to the
Lupercalia feast through the Carnival season. Likewise, there appears to
be a real strong tie between CERN here on Earth, the planet Saturn and
the Hindu gods, which may put the statue of Shiva into greater
perspective!

In the Ramayana, Hanuman (the monkey gd) is said to have rescued Shani,
the planet Saturn, from the clutches of Ravana. In gratitude, Shani (Saturn)
promised Hanuman that those who prayed to him (Hanuman) would be
rescued from the painful effects of Saturn, which in Hindu astrology, is said
to produce malefic effects on one's life when one is afflicted "negatively"
with Saturn.
Another version of the encounter between lord Hanuman and Shani
Bhagavan is that the latter once climbed on to lord Hanuman's shoulder,
implying that he (Hanuman) was coming under the effects of the influence
of Shani. At this, Hanuman assumed a large size, and Shani was caught
painfully between Hanuman's shoulders and the ceiling of the room they
were in. As the pain was unbearable, Shani (Saturn) requested Hanuman to
release him, promising that he (Shani) would moderate the malefic effects
of his influence on a person praying to Hanuman. Hanuman released Shani
thereafter.
- Wikipedia
This may shed even more light on the reasons why President Obama
carries this god around with him! The above text says that Hunuman
rescued Saturn from the clutches of Ravana. Could it be that Obama
thinks he will be safe when CERN (Ravana) "releases" Saturn again?

Who is connected with CERN?

Who is connected with CERN?

More Troubling aspects of CERN
They made the “web” and inter “net” which is now being used to capture and
track people who have become dependent on it. They named it this way to
telegraph its purpose.

More Troubling Aspects of CERN
According to the CERN web site:
The basic idea of the WWW was to merge the
technologies of personal computers, computer
networking and hypertext into a powerful and easy
to use global information system.
Just think about the terminology we use on a daily basis: "World
Wide Web," "network," "on-line" and "Internet." Apart from of the
computer medium we use to browse for information, each of those
words contain within them the connotation of a trap or a snare usually specifically designed to capture prey in any other context.
What about the terms “hacking” and “virus”? That should make us
shama for a moment and truly think about what the
"World Wide Web" really is.
But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the
time of the end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be
increased. - Daniel 12:4 (KJV)

More Troubling Aspects of CERN
Previously, we brought up the possibility of Math being a
language that was confused.

The creation of the Internet essentially duplicated that! The world is once
again united as one, using the common language of HTML (a term that
means, Hyper Text Markup Language).
As for human language, the Internet solves that problem as well with tools
like BABELfish!
And I think anyone who is texting knows that communication is now
reduced to letters standing in for words.

In The Book of the Hopi's by Frank Waters, there is even a prophecy amongst
the Hopi Indians that seems to point to the WWW as a precursor to the End.
"This is the Fifth Sign: The land shall be criss-crossed by a giant spider's
web."

THIS COULD ALSO BE CHEMTRAILS

They put a massive statue of lord Shiva
dancing on the back of a demon-dwarfman! Shiva is the god of destruction!
He is the god who is known as the
Destroyer.
Take notice: This is the same name
used to describe the entity that comes
up out of the Abyss when the Fifth
Trumpet of Revelation is sounded. The
Hebrews called him, Abaddon. The
Greeks called him Apollyon.



Shiva's long, matted tresses, usually piled up in a knot, loosen
during the dance and crash into the heavenly bodies, knocking
them off course or destroying them utterly.

Particles colliding?

Remember the connection to him with the elephant and
monkey deities? All were about removing obstacles and
dancing. Fiddling while Rome burns?

Cern Dance video

Shiva is part of the Hindu version of their Divine Trinity
known as the Trimurti:
The Trimurti is a concept in Hinduism "in which the
cosmic functions of creation, maintenance, and
destruction are personified by the forms of Brahmā the
creator, Vishnu the maintainer or preserver, and Śhiva
the destroyer or transformer," These three deities have
been called "the Hindu triad" or the "Great Trinity,",
often addressed as "Brahma-Vishnu-Maheshwara."
- Wikipedia

Nataraja or Nataraj (Hindustani: The Lord (or King)
of Dance; Tamil: (Kooththan)) is a depiction of the
Hindu god Shiva as the cosmic dancer who
performs his divine dance to destroy a weary
universe and make preparations for god Brahma
to start the process of creation.
The sculpture is usually made in bronze, with Shiva dancing in an aureole
of flames, lifting his left leg (and in rare cases, the right leg) and
balancing over a demon or dwarf (Apasmara) who symbolizes ignorance.

The two most common forms of Shiva's dance are the Lasya (the gentle
form of dance), associated with the creation of the world, and the
Tandava (the violent and dangerous dance), associated with the
destruction of weary worldviews - weary perspectives & lifestyles. In
essence, the Lasya and the Tandava are just two aspects of Shiva's
nature; for he destroys in order to create, tearing down to build again.

At the beginning of this, we discussed why CERN appears to be
another Tower of Babel; it’s obvious from all the experiments that
go on there, they are working to duplicate “CREATION”, thereby
confirming a “self-fulfilling” prophecy to enable the adversary to
create life.
We all know that won’t ever happen, the adversary is nothing
more than a counterfeit and a destroyer.

Key word here is “destroyer” – this group of scientists who have
gathered together and for the most part have no idea what part
they play in this building of this evil tower, have entered into an
agreement with the adversary to help him.
From the finding of the Higgs boson, many scientists conceded that
there had to be an intelligent designer. That would be Yahuah, and once
again it will be Him that will have to stop us from trying to get up into the
shamayim, like Nimrod tried with his Tower, but this time, it won’t be
confounding the language and tearing down the Tower. This time it will
be to bring on the earth’s destruction.

So what is the CERN Collider?
This is 16 miles long and it is part of CERN and 328 feet deep in the
earth.

This is the machine that found
the Higgs Boson particle or gd
particle. This is where the
experiments are being done.

CERN
On the
border of
France and
Switzerland

CERN

CERN

Other Experiments at CERN with the Accelerators

Cern sits where the temple of Apollo was
and was thought to be the gateway to the
underworld.

Young’s literal Translation
Rev 9:1 And the fifth messenger did sound, and I saw a star out of the heaven having fallen
to the earth, and there was given to it the key of the pit of the abyss,
Rev 9:2 and he did open the pit of the abyss, and there came up a smoke out of the pit as
smoke of a great furnace, and darkened was the sun and the air, from the smoke of the pit.
Rev 9:3 And out of the smoke came forth locusts to the earth, and there was given to them
authority, as scorpions of the earth have authority,
Rev 9:4 and it was said to them that they may not injure the grass of the earth, nor any green
thing, nor any tree, but--the men only who have not the seal of YAHUAH upon their
foreheads,
Rev 9:5 and it was given to them that they may not kill them, but that they may be
tormented five months, and their torment is as the torment of a scorpion, when it may
strike a man;
Rev 9:6 and in those days shall men seek the death, and they shall not find it, and they
shall desire to die, and the death shall flee from them.
Rev 9:7 And the likenesses of the locusts are like to horses made ready to battle, and
upon their heads as crowns like gold, and their faces as faces of men,
Rev 9:8 and they had hair as hair of women, and their teeth were as those of lions,
Rev 9:9 and they had breastplates as breastplates of iron, and the noise of their wings is
as the noise of chariots of many horses running to battle;
Rev 9:10 and they have tails like to scorpions, and stings were in their tails; and their
authority is to injure men five months;
Rev 9:11 and they have over them a king--the messenger of the abyss--a name is to him in
Hebrew, Abaddon, and in the Greek he hath a name, Apollyon.
Rev 9:12 The first woe did go forth, lo, there come yet two woes after these things.

It’s this scientific stuff that can become mind-boggling,
but then I’m sure that is done to keep those of us not in
the know about all the physics and equations that these
people use to explain what they are doing.
Mike spoke about the “Darkest side of CERN –
Destruction of souls” and isn’t that what the adversary is
trying to do, take our souls.

The powers that be involved with CERN don’t really want to do anything
to help mankind, they want to know how to destroy it, which of course
has always been the adversary’s agenda, beginning with the first time he
swayed Hawa to disregard Yahuah’s command.
The video is very interesting and can be used to confirm chapters in
Chazon/Revelation:

Contrary to what we have heard, anti-matter was first made in 1955, so
they have had a very long time to “play” with this. The old science
fiction shows such as the Twilight Zone and Outer Limits, had episodes
that dealt with the subject of anti-matter, but never with a good outcome.
One could say that these shows were the bell-weathers of the time to
warn us off this stuff.

Anti-matter cannot be controlled; it has to be contained so that it
won’t burn. 1 gram of anti-matter equals 45 kilotons of TNT, which is
the equivalent of 4 Hiroshima bombs. It takes very large and
expensive facilities to contain just 1 gram of anti-matter.

Anti-matter reacts in ways that are “unfathomable”, it can cause a
chain reaction and one gram of anti-matter has the potential of the
sun if it begins to react with other components of anti-matter. if
the containment devices fail, then it can cause mega-quakes.

CERN found the Higgs Boson field, which they call the YAH particle,
but that is only half of what they were looking for, the other half has
to do with anti-matter. The inference is that anti-matter exists in
another dimension, which is very hostile and not under control,
where there is chaos, but where I believe also is the gate that they
are trying to open and bring in more demons.

In satanic rites, when they call or try to bring in demons, they are
calling them from another dimension, but they also work to ensure
that they can control these demons. Imagine opening the portal when
there is no control; it is the goal to bring in chaos and mad
destruction in order to bring in the anti-messiah who will bring order
out of chaos.

The human body is held together by the glue that bonds matter
together, which means that we have both matter and anti-matter in us.
Anti-matter has a specific type of energy, a signature and demonic
entities are attracted to anti-matter. Anti-matter can be absorbed by
any paranormal activity, so playing with that ouji board is really NOT a
good thing.
Since the 1800’s there have been scientific groups studying the
paranormal activity and have learned that there is a dimensional slip,
so it is always interacting with our world.

Anti-matter is intimately tied to every single life form on this planet, it
is the same energy signature. We are connected to both energies
matter and anti-matter. Our thoughts will determine which energy we
draw on, as we are connected to both realms, good and evil. This is
what free will is, so it’s very important that we think about this
carefully.

If we live in the negative we are building a house that demons would
love to live in and then we become victims of our own destruction if
we don’t “come” to the light as many say, but means finding the
good thoughts, finding Yahuah and His words, which are the
“shield” to keep us safe from this horror that the adversary is
working so hard to bring about. We have to seal ourselves with
Yahuah!

Enoch 21:1-3 Then I proceeded to where things were chaotic and void.
And I saw there something horrible: I saw neither a heaven above nor
a firmly founded earth, but a place chaotic and horrible.
Enoch 21:6-10 There are some stars of heaven, which have
transgressed the commandment of Yahuah, and are bound here until
ten thousand years, the time entailed by their sins, are consummated.
And I went out from there to another place, which was still more
horrible than the former, and I saw a terrible thing: a great fire there
which burnt and blazed, and the place was cleft as far as the abyss,
full of great falling columns of fire: neither its width or breadth could
I see, nor could I see its source. Then I said: “I am afraid of this place
and cannot stand to look at it!” The Uriel, one of the messengers who
was with me, answered and said to me: “Enoch, why are you so
afraid?” And I answered: “Because of this fearful place, and because
of the spectacle of the pain.” And he said to me: “ This place is the
prison of the messengers, and here they will be imprisoned for ever.”

Interesting that CERN is deep under the ground and it’s from
there they do all their experiments as well as in space, but let’s
call the underground spot their command center.

Remember the tribulation is for 7 years,
and as we saw earlier, it really seems that
the start of that will be once the merging of
the Israel and Rome to build the 3rd temple
begins, which will be built in
3½ years, but during that time there will be
chaos and wars. You have to have a reason
to bring order out of chaos, a way to bring
in the anti-messiah, who only gets to rule
for three and a half years.

CERN is the tool of the adversay. Through this place, a portal will be open
to a dimension allowing demons to come into the world in greater
numbers than they already are, ready to possess those who at this time
will be living in and participating in the chaos by being controlled through
their own “anti-matter” signature. People will explode into evil.

Being able to control the anti-matter in people, one could make people
have vivid dreams and nightmares and erupt into violence. How many
times have you heard in the news when people talk about say the
Colorado shooter, that he was the nicest person you’d ever meet.
Serial killers talk about the voices in their heads telling them the evil
things they want them to do.

Another interesting thing that has been discovered and CERN is aware of is
“dark matter”. People can produce dark matter, which was discovered in
1950 and is measurable. They know how much energy they have to have to
make someone go completely berserk as well how much a person must
have before they can become possessed. In addition they do know that not
everyone can be possessed.

Dark matter- from Cern’s Website
Unlike normal matter, dark matter does not interact with the electromagnetic force.
This means it does not absorb, reflect or emit light, making it extremely hard to spot.
In fact, researchers have been able to infer the existence of dark matter only from
the gravitational effect it seems to have on visible matter. Dark matter seems to
outweigh visible matter roughly six to one, making up about 26% of the universe.
Here's a sobering fact: The matter we know and that makes up all stars and
galaxies only accounts for 4% of the content of the universe! But what is dark
matter? One idea is that it could contain "supersymmetric particles" – hypothesized
particles that are partners to those already known in the Standard Model.
Experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) may provide more direct clues
about dark matter.
Many theories say the dark matter particles would be light enough to be produced at
the LHC. If they were created at the LHC, they would escape through the detectors
unnoticed. However, they would carry away energy and momentum, so physicists
could infer their existence from the amount of energy and momentum “missing” after
a collision. Dark matter candidates arise frequently in theories that suggest physics
beyond the Standard Model, such as supersymmetry and extra dimensions. One
theory suggests the existence of a “Hidden Valley”, a parallel world made of dark
matter having very little in common with matter we know. If one of these theories
proved to be true, it could help scientists gain a better understanding of the
composition of our universe and, in particular, how galaxies hold together.

In order to be possessed a person must be prepared to be a portal,
enter MK Ultra and mind control. I know that many think this has
gone away, it has not, its just been perfected!!!

The interesting thing about dark matter will cause other pieces of
dark matter to react and distance has nothing to do with it For
example: A piece of dark matter is exposed in Pennsylvania, it will
make dark matter in California react. It’s interesting then to put this
in the perspective of the Rodney King riots, Ferguson or any other
thing you want to name, and one can now understand how easy it
was to incite all these people into violence.

Dark matter has been weaponized and can be put anywhere and can be
used to cause the dark energy in people to be activated and then it
becomes difficult to stay in control. It is our dark emotions that
enhance this weapon, which can come on in the snap of a finger, so it’s
very important for us to stay focused in Yahuah’s words.

CERN has found the force that keeps the other dimension and dark energy
from our realm, and they have named it the “wall”. They are looking for
what those pieces are that make up this wall, they also call it “the veil”.
Again another example of the counterfeiter using what Yahuah has talked
about. The difference though is “His” veil was torn when His Son Yahusha
died on the pole. They believe that once they find all the pieces they will be
able to “undo” the wall or veil.

Chazon18:1 After these things I saw
another messenger coming down from
heaven, having great authority, and
the earth was illumined with his
Chazon18:2 And he cried out with a
esteem.
mighty voice, saying, Fallen, fallen is
Babylon the great! She has become a
dwelling place of demons and a prison
of every unclean spirit, [and a prison of
every unclean beast], and a prison of
every unclean and hateful bird.
Chazon18:3 For all the nations have
drunk of the wine of the passion of her
fornication, and the kings of the earth
have committed fornication with her,
and the merchants of the earth have
become rich by the wealth of her
Chazon18:4 And I heard another voice
sensuality.
from heaven, saying, Come out of her,
my people, so that you shall not
participate in her sins and that receive
not of her plagues;

Chazon18:5 for her sins have reached
unto heaven, and Yahuah has
remembered her iniquities.
Seems Yahuah has plans for those that open the portal to the
other dimension and allow all the demons in and why if you have
listened to any of the news that is talking about the turning on at
CERN of the collider, that they continue to have problems. All
things will be in Yahuah’s time, not in mans’.

There are 14 of these LHC accelerators in the world today. Three of them in
the US and all of them are underground. One of the facilities here in the US
had issues and should have been shut down, but they built it anyway and
powered it up in one of the biggest states in the US. Texas or California?
These colliders have been responsible for earthquakes, where Texas used
to not have any earthquakes that I was aware of in the past, now it’s become
normal, and why would that be? China is in the process of building an LHC
accelerator.

As the adversary and his minions work to push their agenda, it’s becoming
clear that perhaps they are really more aware of their shortness of time.
They only have so long, 7 years to wreak havoc before this is all over.
Maybe they aren’t aware of that, or perhaps, since one of the other
experiments at CERN is to be able to control time. There are those that are
convinced that they will be able to become time travelers and go back in
time and perhaps affect time or go into the future to fix things. There is only
ONE master of time, Yahuah; He is past, present and future. The only
outcome for those who think they can control time is to speed up their own
end!!

In the meantime, we as Yahuah’s children need to
make Him our focus and His son, we cannot be
distracted by fear of these things that are happening
on the earth, but become fearless in the trust and the
knowing of Yahuah who under His wings we will be
shielded and protected.

Chazon20:4 And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment
was given to them. And I saw the souls of those who had been
beheaded because of their testimony of Yahusha and because of the
word of Yahuah, and those who had not worshiped the beast nor his
image, and had not received the mark on their forehead and on their
hand; and they lived and reigned with the Mashiyah for a thousand
years.

Instead of throwing ourselves in front of the
“sword” for people, this is telling us that
nothing is more important than giving up our
life for Yahuah and Yahusha that we let
nothing sway or take us away from them. We
need to keep praying that we be found worthy
to overcome these things with Yahuah.

CERN And Prophecy regarding Earth Pains
•
•
•

•
•

•

Eze 38:18 And it shall come to pass at the same time when Gog shall come
against the land of Israel, says Yahuah, [that] my fury shall come up in my face.
Eze 38:19 For in my jealousy [and] in the fire of my wrath have I spoken, Surely in
that day there shall be a great shaking in the land of Israel;
Eze 38:20 So that the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the heaven, and the
beasts of the field, and all creeping things that creep upon the earth, and all the
men that [are] upon the face of the earth, shall shake at my presence, and the
mountains shall be thrown down, and the steep places shall fall, and every wall
shall fall to the ground.
Eze 38:21 And I will call for a sword against him throughout all my mountains, says
Yahuah: every man's sword shall be against his brother.
Eze 38:22 And I will plead against him with pestilence and with blood; and I will
rain upon him, and upon his bands, and upon the many people that [are] with him,
an overflowing rain, and great hailstones, fire, and brimstone.
Eze 38:23 Thus will I magnify myself, and sanctify myself; and I will be known in
the eyes of many nations, and they shall know that I [am] YAHUAH.

CERN And Prophecy regarding Earth Pains
Zec 14:5 And you shall flee [to] the valley of the mountains; for the valley of the
mountains shall reach unto Azal: yes, you shall flee, like as you fled from before
the earthquake in the days of Uzziah king of Judah: and YAHUAH shall come,
[and] all the saints with you.
Mat 24:6 And you shall hear of wars and rumors of wars: see that you be
not troubled: for all [these things] must come to pass, but the end is not
yet.
Mat 24:7 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom:
and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers
places.
Mar 13:8 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom:
and there shall be earthquakes in divers places, and there shall be famines
and troubles: these [are] the beginnings of sorrows.
Luk 21:11 And great earthquakes shall be in divers places, and famines, and
pestilences; and fearful sights and great signs shall there be from
heaven.

1:17 to 3:13 and
17:07

Current events linked to CERN
CERN recently charged up their particle collider and at the
exact moment energy spikes occurred in Switzerland the
earthquake in Nepal took place. There is a video
documenting this event.
4-25-2015 Nepal

April 30, 2015 start
at 1:11

Current events linked to CERN
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Volcano Erupting - Public DomainYou may not have noticed, but our planet is
becoming increasingly unstable. According to Volcano Discovery, 40 volcanoes
around the globe are erupting right now, and only 6 of them are not along the Ring of
Fire. If that sounds like a very high number to you, that is because it is a very high
number. As I have written about previously, there were a total of 3,542 volcanic
eruptions during the entire 20th century. When you divide that number by 100, that
gives you an average of about 35 volcanic eruptions per year. So the number of
volcanoes that are erupting right now is well above the 20th century’s average for an
entire calendar year. And of course we are witnessing a tremendous amount of
earthquake activity as well. Nepal was just hit by the worst earthquake that it had
seen in 80 years, and scientists are telling us that the Himalayas actually dropped by
an astounding 3 feet as a result of that one earthquake.
Eze 38:20 So that the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the heaven, and the beasts
of the field, and all creeping things that creep upon the earth, and all the men that
[are] upon the face of the earth, shall shake at my presence, and the mountains shall
be thrown down, and the steep places shall fall, and every wall shall fall to the
ground.

Current events linked to CERN
If it seems like earthquakes and erupting volcanoes are happening more
frequently, that’s because they are. Looking at global magnitude six (M6) or
greater from 1980 to 1989 there was an average of 108.5 earthquakes per
year, from 2000 to 2009 the planet averaged 160.9 earthquakes per year: that
is a 38.9% increase of M6+ earthquakes in recent years. Unrest also seems to
be growing among the world’s super-volcanoes. Iceland (which is home to
some of the most dangerous volcanoes on the planet), Santorini in Greece,
Uturuncu in Bolivia, the Yellowstone and Long Valley calderas in the U.S.,
Laguna del Maule in Chile, Italy’s Campi Flegrei – almost all of the world’s
active super-volcanic systems are now exhibiting some signs of inflation, an
early indication that pressure is building in these volcanic systems.
In recent weeks we have seen significant earthquakes in Michigan, Texas,
Mississippi, California, Idaho And Washington. In addition, it is being reported that
pressure is building in dormant volcanoes in Arizona and California. Just because
we have not had a killer earthquake or a large volcanic eruption in the U.S. in recent
years does not mean that it will always be that way. Right now the entire planet
appears to be waking up, and this especially seems to be true of the Ring of Fire.

If you are not familiar with the Ring of Fire, just imagine a giant ring that runs
around the outer perimeter of the Pacific Ocean. Approximately 90 percent of all
earthquakes and approximately 75 percent of all volcanic eruptions occur within
this area, and the entire west coast of North America is considered to be part of the
Ring of Fire.
For so long, the west coast has been incredibly blessed not to have experienced a
major seismic event. But scientists tell us that it is only a matter of time.

And right now, just about every other part of the Ring of Fire is shaking violently.
For example, a magnitude 6.8 earthquake just hit Japan on Wednesday…

Current events linked to CERN
For example, a recent LiveScience article discussed the fact that scientists are
deeply puzzled by the fact that the magnetic field of our planet is getting weaker 10
times faster than previously believed…( THIS IS WHAT CERN IS DOING).
Scientists already know that magnetic north shifts. Once every few hundred
thousand years the magnetic poles flip so that a compass would point south instead
of north. While changes in magnetic field strength are part of this normal flipping
cycle, data from Swarm have shown the field is starting to weaken faster than in the
past. Previously, researchers estimated the field was weakening about 5 percent per
century, but the new data revealed the field is actually weakening at 5 percent per
decade, or 10 times faster than thought. As such, rather than the full flip occurring in
about 2,000 years, as was predicted, the new data suggest it could happen sooner.

May 2015 – KALAMAZOO, Mich. – If you
thought you felt an earthquake on Saturday 5-2
— you did. And it was one of the strongest
quakes ever experienced in Michigan. Paul
Caruso, a geophysicist with the United States
Geological Survey, said an earthquake with a
magnitude of 4.2 and a depth of focus of 5.9 km
was measured around 12:23 p.m. about nine
miles southeast of Kalamazoo, near Galesburg.
Dozens of residents in several different regions
beyond Kalamazoo — from Mount Pleasant and
Sterling Heights to Lansing and even as far as
Cleveland, Ohio — called the WWJ Newsroom
and reported feeling a rumble and the ground
shake for between five and 10 seconds.
“Earthquakes of this magnitude are very rare in
Michigan,” Caruso told WWJ’s Russ
McNamara. “We’ve had reports from Wisconsin,
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio of people feeling this
earthquake. It’s rare for Michigan to experience
earthquakes, but as we were reminded today, it
does happen,” Gov. Rick Snyder said in a
statement. “There are no immediate reports of
injuries or damage because of today’s
earthquake, and that’s fortunate because we
are acutely aware of the challenges posed by
such natural disasters in other parts of the world
recently. The Michigan State Police is ready to
assist in any emergency that strikes our state.”
–Detroit CBS

Current events linked to CERN
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Mount Hakone has not had a major eruption in over 2,900
years, and the last noteworthy blast was about 700 years ago
(in the 12th Century AD).

YAH’S FLY IN THE OINTMENT-FRUSTRATING THE WICKED

3/25/2015 After nearly two years
in dormancy, the world's largest
particle smasher was set to be
turned back on in March, but
engineers at CERN, the
European Organization for
Nuclear Research, in Geneva,
said Tuesday that an intermittent
short circuit in a magnetic circuit
in one of the machine's eight
sectors has delayed the restart
for a few days or up to several
weeks.

November 30, 2008 9:42
AM PST-The LHC was shut
down in September, nine days
after it was first fully powered
up, following a helium leak
caused by an electrical fault. It
will go back on line 9-2009

Matt10:39 He who has found his life
shall lose it, and he who has lost his life
for My sake shall find it.
Matt16:25 “For whoever wishes to save
his life shall lose it; but whoever loses
his life for My sake shall find it.”
The reward for our endurance is
priceless and there is nothing that the
adversary can offer that will ever offset
the gift of eternal life with Yahuah our
Creator and His Son Yahusha our
MashiYah and King.
Chazon21:3 And I heard a loud voice
from the throne, saying, behold, the
tabernacle of Yahuah is among men,
and He shall dwell among them, and
they shall be His people, and Yahuah
Himself shall be among them,

Chazon21:4 and He shall wipe
away every tear from their
eyes; and there shall be no
more death, there shall be no
longer be any mourning, nor
crying, nor pain; the first
things have passed away.

Chazon21:5 And He who
sits on the throne said,
behold, I make all things
new. And He said, write, for
these words are faithful and
true.

Next Webinar:
We consider this possible
Tower of Babel
The rebuilding of the 3rd
Temple in Jerusalem. Is
this another contender?

Could Jerusalem also
be
a whore of Babylon?
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•

http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Jeremiah_32.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganesha_in_world_religions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganesha\
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2008/06/oh-brother-hindu-monkeygod-backs-barack-obama/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historical_Vedic_religion
https://biblescienceguy.wordpress.com/2013/03/13/2-tower-of-babelwhere/
http://alternativearchaeology.jigsy.com/ziggurat-temples
http://www.templeinstitute.org/
http://babylonrisingblog.com/CERN.html
http://home.web.cern.ch/about
http://www.dailycrow.com/5-facts-about-shiva-the-destroyer-cern-andthe-nepal-earthquake/

Sources Used In Presentation
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xN6fDP9lHK8
• http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/

